Praise for Artist-in-Residence

Brendan Burke, Artistic Director at the Shadowland Theater in Ellenville, conducted workshops as part of the Larry Berk Artist-in-Residence Series. Workshop: February 27 from 5-7 p.m. FROM PAGE TO STAGE: A PEEK INSIDE THE REHEARSAL ROOM. Quimby Theater. Free and open to the public.

Theater majors praised Burke's residency at SUNY Ulster:

Geneva Turner: “It was so helpful to watch a professional director work with other actors. I am excited to explore at the ‘Page to Stage’ my craft and take it into new directions.”

Matt Wilhelm: “Excited to get up and work again! Sometimes I feel vulnerable in front of professionals and Brendan helped me broaden my understanding of acting and helped me discover my talents.”

Tim Bruck: “Brendan taught me how to audition successfully and inspired me to audition for Shadowland’s upcoming season!”

Shaking it!

SUNY Ulster students got crazy dancing in hopes of winning the SUNY-wide Harlem Shake-Off competition. The group created this 30 second video from the song “Harlem Shake.” Check it out and vote for SUNY Ulster for Best Video at blog.suny.edu/2013/02/suny-does-the-harlem-shake

STUDENT OPINION: What do you like best about SUNY ULSTER?

Raven Halpern, 21
Brooklyn
Good teachers and the opportunities they give to students.
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Corey Lennon, 22
Napanoch
The classrooms are nice and neat, together with the fun extracurricular activities.
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Joyce Gustin, 40
Hawaii
The convenience of online courses and the ease of access of the Angel Website.
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Andrew Hunt, 19
Kingston
The affordability of the programs.
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Craig Diaz, 18
Ellenville
Community oriented and very convenient.
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Madison Wilgers, 24
Shandaken
The teachers are easy to talk to, as well as very helpful and supportive.
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Dance! Theater! Entrepreneurship!

As part of the Darlene L. Pfeiffer Center for Entrepreneurial Studies “Entrepreneur Extraordinaire Speaker Series,” a husband and wife creative team shared their insights. Susan Epstein, a professional dancer and John Hickey, a theater production professional trained at the world-renowned Tisch School of the Arts at NYU, showed attendees that entrepreneurship is not just for business students.

Ms. Epstein and Mr. Hickey shared their journey from the world of dance and theater to their marketing consulting business for the dance and entertainment industries that has operated successfully for over 20 years. Students enjoyed the speakers’ story and loved the amazing videos, developed for the dance wear industry and CBS that the couple shared.

Winter Fun

Admissions Recruiter Lucia Pecore created this fun snowperson during the early Feb. storm. Join in the winter spirit and send us photos of your winter fun to kaufmand@sunyulster.edu.

Did you know?

You can access your SUNY Ulster email from your mobile device.

For easy directions on how to do it, visit: https://sites.google.com/a/sunyulster.edu/oit-tech-help/gmail-email/gmail-mobile

Regional Juried Exhibition

Juried by

Leslie Bender
Marilyn Beason
Corbis Black
Marie Cristina Bruca
Jacinta Burnell
Donna Byers
Lumie Culley
Tim Ebenich
Anna Fialho
Astrid Fitzgerald
Jenny Lee Fietzel
Nanette Gilliam
Barbara Gooden
Habitat for Artists Collective
Fahner Hadler
Cindy Hare
Sue Harrell
Jessica Houston
Judith Hayt
Roman Hayb
Lynn Tokizawa
Steven Jenkins
Valerie Johnston
Tara Kehner
Lenny Kadin
Frank Kosempa
Michael Lalici
Polly Lau
Myron Levy
Noam Maguysen
Sarah Mecklen
Waine Mounteale
Stephen Nickols
Sean Nixon & Hope Wrinle
Vincent Pobone
Visual Poets
Jessica Poser
Giaelle Potter
Jacqueline Reieland
Marc Sarucde
Lora Shelley
UMOS Scan
Swedebryer
Joy Taylor
Jenny Treans
Rugby Cast Burner
Lori Van Houten
Lee Bob Winner
Chris Victor
Ruth Wonsak
Tona Wilson

March 15

Visiting Artist Kelly Kinsella “When Thoughts Attack,” 7 p.m., Quimby Theater. Free to SUNY Ulster students, faculty and staff. All others, $5 donation.

March 15

Cut and Paste Opening reception of Regional Juried Show, 6 to 8 p.m., in the Muroff Kotler Visual Arts Gallery. Exhibit runs through April 19.

March 19

Howard C. St. John Distinguished Lecture Series

Marc Penziner, financial advisor-principal of Bernstein Global Wealth Management, on “The Investor’s Mindset,” 7:30 a.m. breakfast lecture, Student Life Center, presented by Ulster Community College Foundation, Inc. Reservations required. Call 845-687-5262.